IEEE RENEWABLE ENERGY LECTURE SERIES

JOIN US FOR OUR FIRST WORKSHOP IN THE SERIES

RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES, OPPORTUNITIES AND FUTURE

IEEE USA FROM WASHINGTON DC WILL PRESENT PAST AND PRESENT LAWS AND NEW INITIATIVES THAT WILL CHANGE US ENERGY INDUSTRY.

EXPERTS FROM NEW JERSEY STATE CLEAN ENERGY PROGRAM WILL PROVIDE THE STATE INITIATIVES AND PROGRAMS AS REGARD TO SOLAR AND WIND PROJECTS

LEARN FROM A MAJOR SOLAR MANUFACTURER ABOUT CURRENT SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES AND PROJECTS; INCLUDING REBATES, INCENTIVES AND LOAN PROGRAMS.

EXPERTS FROM AMERICAN WIND ENERGY ASSOCIATION WILL DISCUSS CURRENT WIND ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES AND OPPORTUNITIES.

EARN CEU CREDITS (PLEASE REQUEST AT REGISTRATION TABLE, ADDITIONAL FEE) AND NETWORK WITH OTHER PROFESSIONALS

SPACE IS LIMITED, PLEASE REGISTER EARLY - NO ONSITE REGISTRATION!

DATE; MAY 22, 2009 (FRIDAY)
TIME; LUNCH/REGISTRATION STARTS AT 12 NOON (45 Minutes)
WORKSHOP, 12.45-5.30PM
LOCATION; THE COMMONS, DEVRY UNIVERSITY, 630 U.S. HIGHWAY ONE, NORTH BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
COST (INCLUDING LUNCH); $10 IEEE-Member/Student/Teacher; $20 Non-IEEE Member
REGISTRATION; IWAN SANTOSO (I.SANTOSO@IEEE.ORG ; 609-2034201 )
ICHEM MEI (IC.MEI@VERIZON.NET; 609-2162634)
(PAYMENT: CREDIT CARD, PO, OR CHECK-PAYABLE TO IEEE)
INFORMATION; HEMANT VORA (PACESETTER@IEEE.ORG; 212-460-2983);
WES BURY (Wbury@devry.edu; 732-7293934)
PROGRAM UPDATE http://www.ewh.ieee.org/r1/princeton-centraljersey/PACE.htm

http://www.devry.edu/locations/campuses/loc_northbrunswickcampus_map.jsp